Joining & Fastening Specialist Company of the Month

Connect digital to physical by,
fit, click, snap = fasten
W

ithin this issue of Industrial Process News we have
selected ANDBARB as our Joining and Fastening
Specialist Company of the Month.

ANDBARB is a company that has designed a completely unique
patented connector created for joining and fastening manufactured
components together with one action. “I established ANDBARB in
2014 after the patent was issued, to prepare a proof of concept and
to start developing and marketing a range of Fastening Devices,” said
John Anderson, Managing Director.
Realising its potential, John saw the gap in the market and
developed an instant fastening and connecting device using modern
techniques, CAD, 3D printing and networking resources. “ANDBARB
is a method for rapidly, even automatically, assembling components
securely with guaranteed quality at an economic price, competitive
with traditional fasteners,” John said.

ANDBARB is an economic solution for securely fastening components
together and is applicable for all manufacturing sectors. In terms
of its range, there are four ANDBARB models, ranging from Fixed,
to Instantly Detachable. “Fixed ANDBARBs are designed to remain
connected permanently for structural purposes.” John expanded,
“Keyed ANDBARBs are intended for controlled dismantling, for
repairable, or replaceable components. Detachable are for items to
be undone instantly for instance wearables like shoes.”
The company’s key focus is to provide an instant standardized
fastening system that unifies the supply network: Customers,
Designers, Manufacturers, Assemblers, and Communities. Providing
an adaptable and diverse solution, ANDBARB can be offered in metal,
plastic, or as a combination of these and is available in a range of

sizes suitable for any application. ANDBARB has been independently
audited and X-Rayed by Chart Materials Characterisation Facility,
School of Metallurgy & Metals and the University of Birmingham, UK.
ANDBARB is biomimicry inspired and works by two parts engaging,
like a crocodile jaw. The inner part fits into the outer, enabling
interlocking barbs to grip and fasten. The design is calculated
using evolutionary engineering to increase economy, functionality,
security, productivity, connectivity, safety, quality, and profit.
One of the best features of ANDBARB is its extreme ease of use, John
explained, “Just fit, click, snap and fasten. It’s suitable for all skill levels
with low amounts of training giving assured quality.”
ANDBARB has been designed to be a World Wide Web (WWW)

based Design, Manufacturing, Assembly and Distribution Network
(DMADN). Using a unique algorithm that computes the size
and shape required of the connectors, the information is then
communicated using the WWW to create a computer aided design
(CAD) of the two ANDBARB connectors. This information is then
communicated back to (DMADN) for the manufacturing process and
the connectors are integrated into components over the WWW so the
sites can be separate and remote.
“It initially offers a unique digital solution to fastening components
– where there are no competitors.” John elaborated, “We initially
focused on the digital sectors by 3D printing. Now we can fasten
traditional physical components or a combination of both.”
With no current competitors, ANDBARB dominates its growing
niche market, “ANDBARB dominates its sector that began to exist in
2015, because of technical advances and is steadily growing.” John
continued, “We have divided ANDBARB products into the eight
traditional market segments focusing on innovation, premium
quality and multi-branding. Relatively large resources have been
used in researching, developing and patenting the product. We
are currently focusing on furniture, construction, vehicles and
distribution sectors.”
Continuous development is of the utmost importance to ANDBARB
and the company maintains a strong stance on constantly looking
at new ways of improving its products and increasing both its range
and market presence. “We are looking for ANDBARB to be involved
in the future of manufacture which is customized, decentralized,
individualized.” John continued, “We are examining how ANDBARB
can assist automation by reducing the number of axis needed
to fasten objects. We require additional resources to achieve our
technical and marketing ambitions to serve our potential community.
We are also investigating providing ‘Block chain’ encryption for secure
distribution.”
Indeed, with a growing dominating presence, ANDBARB is at the
forefront of innovative fastening and is leading the way in producing
a diverse, reliable and environmentally efficient solution for fastening
and joining. “We are committed to environmental care.” John
delivered, “In addition, we aim to develop STEM skills for all ages by
providing a digital platform for networking, communications, design,
and edutainment. “
For any further information, please contact via the details below.
Contact
M 07712 163423
www.andbarb.com
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